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Annual General Meeting 2015

Chairperson’s Report

Dear Members

During the last year I have worked tirelessly as Chairperson of the ICU with the Executive to provide
the leadership that the organisation needs to make progress on our twin aims of raising playing
standards and increasing participation in chess. This has, at times, proved to be a particularly
challenging experience owing primarily to legacy issues that the Executive and I have had to
confront.  I would like to commend my fellow members of the executive for their work during the
course of the year.

We have also been subjected, both collectively and individually, to criticism on some social media
forums often of a personalised nature instead of being the subject of rational debate about policies
and issues of relevance to chess in Ireland. This is regrettable and is a most unfortunate feature of
the lead up to this year’s AGM. Many of the posts on social media are completely untrue and are
clearly designed to impugn the character of their targets.

When I decided to seek election to the office of Chairperson at the 2014 AGM, I was motivated by
the need to reform how the ICU operated and to develop a Strategy to meet the twin aims of
improving playing standards and increasing the level of participation in chess in Ireland. While, it
has not yet been possible to draft the required Strategy, due to the pressure of other issues during
the year, we have made some solid progress during the period under review.

Our Record of Service to Members during 2015 includes:

Child Protection
 Developing and publishing a comprehensive Child Protection Policy. This document is

much more than a Protection Policy as it sets the context within which junior chess in
Ireland can be further developed;

European Chess Union Grant
 Obtaining a grant of €5,000 from the European Chess Union towards the cost of hosting this

year’s Glorney/Gilbert Junior International Tournaments;

Success for Junior International Teams
 Ensuring that our international junior teams were prepared thoroughly for the above events

through a comprehensive coaching programme and a team based preparatory event (The
Scarry Cup). This preparation enabled out teams to have their best ever performance at
these events by:
 winning the Glorney Cup for the first time in 53 years;
 winning the Robinson Cup (under 14) for the first time since this event was

inaugurated in 2007; and
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 just missing out on winning the Gilbert Cup on tie break to England. Given the talent
of the girls involved, I am very confident they will go one better next year.

Sponsorship from New Ireland Assurance
 Obtaining sponsorship from New Ireland Assurance for Irish Junior Chess, including

sponsorship of the 2015 Irish Junior Championships, that were successfully run in
Blanchardstown, and the Irish Junior international teams. The turnout in Blanchardstown
was the largest of recent years.

Irish Senior Championships 2015
 The Irish Senior Championships and related events were successfully run in July 2015 and

were very keenly contested;

Irish National Club Cup (INCC) 2015
 The Ennis Chess Club was engaged to run the Irish National Club Cup (INCC) in 2015.

Unfortunately, the event not go as well as the organisers hoped. Because the organisers
encountered a number of problems, the executive has since taken steps to tighten up the
rules of the event. The new arrangements, that were passed at the recent EGM, will oblige
future arbiters of the event to use FIDE approved pairings software so that the illegal
pairings that arose at this year’s event in Ennis will not re-occur.

 Ulster Chess Union
The Executive has been in active contact with the Ulster Chess Union (UCU) in recent
months to explore ways in which the ICU and UCU might cooperate on areas of common
interest. As a result, the UCU have passed a motion at a recent AGM to re-join the ICU. This
is an extremely positive development and will enable the ICU to take an all-Ireland approach
to developing chess for the mutual benefit of players in both jurisdictions in due course.

Governance Arrangements
We have also improved the governance arrangements in the Union by developing proposals for:
 a new Constitution;
 updated arrangements for International selection;
 updated rules for the Irish National Club Cup; and
 a new Disciplinary Procedure in line with demands for same articulated at the 2014 AGM.

Of the 4 documents referred to above, the new International Selection arrangements and the Irish
National Club Cup rules were passed at the EGM. A majority of those present voted in favour of the
new Constitution, but it did not pass as the two thirds majority required was not achieved. The
Disciplinary Process was not put to a vote and requires some minor modifications, based on the
discussions at the EGM, before being put forward again for decision. As the document is to be an
Appendix to the Constitution, it would require a two thirds majority to pass.

Challenges dealt with during 2014/15 Term of Office
Notwithstanding, the above achievements, the year under review has not been without its
challenges.
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Website
The first of these challenges arose when the webmaster resigned his position but refused to hand
over control of the website to the Executive. We had serious concerns from a data protection point
of view as the Executive did not have control of or access to its members databases.
Eventually, I was left with no other choice but to take action to ensure that personal information held
on ICU members (including junior members) was fully secure and protected from unauthorised
access by third parties. I did this by approaching linode, our web hosting company, to transfer
control of the site to an authorised officer of the executive, Andrew Kildea who was the newly
appointed ratings officer.

Tournament Organisers
We have also had to deal with issues with some tournament organisers about denying ICU
members entry to tournaments without giving specific reasons for this course of action. In this
connection, we have made progress on how such matters ought to be handled in the future. The
details of the proposals from the Executive in this regard can be accessed on the ICU.ie website.
The framework proposed has already been accepted by a number of tournament organisers.

Problems within the Executive
The recent vote of no confidence in a member of the ICU Executive was the culmination of a
number of issues that required the removal of the member from the executive.

Fraud
A serious issue arose during the year whereby a FIDE Arbiter norm application was submitted on
behalf of an individual even though there was clear evidence available that the applicant in question:

 was not in attendance for the duration of the event involved; and
 had not carried out arbiter duties at the event when he was present.

The Executive’s concerns about this application were brought to the attention of the FIDE Arbitration
Commission who refused to endorse the application submitted and instructed the individual
concerned to submit an application from another event. The Chairperson of the FIDE Arbiters’
Commission has recently advised me that the case has been referred to the Disciplinary
Sub-committee of the Arbiters’ Commission for its further investigation.

This issue is taken very seriously by FIDE and reflects very badly on the individuals concerned, two
of whom are putting themselves forward for positions on the ICU. (Gerry Graham and Ted
Jennings).

Pat Fitzsimons
Chairperson
Irish Chess Union (ICU)
October 2015.


